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Big Data



Big Data

Every minute:
• 48 hours of video are uploaded onto Youtube
• 204 million e-mail messages are sent 
• 600 new websites generated
• 600,000 pieces of content are shared on Facebook
• More than 100,000 tweets are sent

And this is the beginning of data generation
• Sensors
• Medical records
• Corporate databases
• More and more…

[volume, variety]

Big Data Week 2013
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Big Data

New data generated every millisecond…

Need: understand the data quickly
E.g., monitoring traffic

 tracking epidemic spreads
 trading stocks

Few seconds delay in understanding information is important!

[velocity] 
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Big data is more than simply a matter of size…

The four V’s of Big Data:
• Volume

– Big Data is big, terabytes - even petabytes - of information 
• Variety

– Any type of data - structured and unstructured, sensor data, audio, video, click 
streams, log files and more

• Velocity
– Sometimes 2 minutes is too late: Defined as the pace at which the data is to be 

consumed 
• Veracity

– Truthfulness and quality of data
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Big Data – A Growing Torrent

30 billion pieces of content shared on Facebook every month

5 billion mobile phones in use in 2010

235 terabytes data collected by the US Library of Congress in April 2011 

$600 to buy a disk drive for all the world’s music

40% projected growth in global data generated per year vs. 

5% growth in global IT spending

McKinsey Global Institute, May 2011
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Why interesting?

Bid Data is similar to Small Data, but bigger
• Opportunity for teaching fundamental technology

Big Data is big
• Requirement for different approaches: techniques, tools, architectures
• Talk about it with a straight face

Big Data is exciting! 
• New problems to solve, and old ones in a different/better way

– A new twist to almost everything
– A chance to reinvent the wheel
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What is Big Data?

• Business point of view

• Technical point of view (our focus!)

Recently, a buzz word for everything 
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What is Big Data?

Business point of view: A new business model

People pay with data
• e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Google

– Use service, give data
– Google sells your data to advertisers, i.e. you pay the advertisers indirectly

• e.g. Amazon, 23andMe
– Pay service, give data
– Sells data and uses data to improve service
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What is Big Data?

Business point of view: A new business model

The Money (Bank)
• Keeps your money securely (hopefully) 
• Puts your money at work (e.g. lends it to others) 
• You keep ownership of money and take it when needed
 
The Data (Databank) 
• Keeps your data securely (hopefully) 
• Puts your data at work
• You keep ownership of data: hopefully or hopefully to come
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What is Big Data?

Technical point of view (our focus!)

You collect all data 
• The more the better (statistical relevance) 
• Keep all data: it is cheaper than deciding what to keep

You decide independently what to do with data
• Run experiments on data when question arises 

Any difference to traditional information systems?
• Information systems design upfront what data to keep and why
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What makes it Big Data?

• Volume: a lot of data

• Variety: different formats, different sources

• Velocity: arrive fast
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What makes it Big Data?

• Veracity: Data in doubt
– You do not know exactly what you have
– Trust 
– Quality

• Also complexity!
– SQL is not enough 
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What is Cloud Computing?

The infrastructure: many machines that store and process data

Principles of cloud computing:
• Decouple software from hardware
• Specify “what” to deploy, not  “how” or “where”
• Rent software and hardware, not buy

Resources as a service:
• Resources: software, platform, infrastructure

– e.g. word processor, database system, CPU, disk

Pay-as-you-go computing
• Illusion of infinite resources
• Fine-grained billing (e.g. hourly) 
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Map/Reduce

Given:
• A very large dataset
• A computation task to be performed on the dataset (preferably, in a parallel fashion)

Map/Reduce framework:
• Express what you want to compute (map() & reduce())
• Do not worry about parallelization, fault tolerance, data distribution, load balancing 

(Map/Reduce takes care of these)
• What changes from one application to another is the actual computation; the 

programming structure stays similar
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Map/Reduce

The framework in simple terms:
• Read lots of data
• Map: extract something that you care about from each record
• Shuffle and sort
• Reduce: aggregate, summarize, filter, or transform
• Write the results

Pioneered by Google
• Processes 20 PB of data per day

Popularized by open-source Hadoop project
• Used by Yahoo!, Facebook, Amazon (the list is growing)
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Hadoop 

Open source of Map/Reduce framework of Apache Project 

Hadoop Distributed File System
• Store big files across machines
• Store each file as a sequence of blocks
• Each block of a file is replicated for fault tolerance

Distribute processing of large data across up to thousands of machines

Key components
• Map/Reduce - distributes applications
• Hadoop Distributed File System - distributes data 
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Big Data Entity Resolution



Why entities

Entities is what a large part of our 
knowledge is about 

Bing reported that people searching for 
entities alone account for the 10% of all 
their search volume

One single Entity Pane can answer 
many user queries and satisfy users’ 
diverse information needs

Places to go

Photos
Map

Time

Population 
Weather
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Core entities 

Locations 

Movies

Organizations

Persons
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What is a Knowledge Base (KB)?

Comprehensive, machine-readable 
descriptions of real-world entities are hosted 
in knowledge bases (KB) 
o Entity names, types, attributes,  

relationships, provenance info

Entities are described as instances of one or 
several conceptual types and may be linked 
through relationships
o Semantic Web data model

dbpedia: 
A_Clockwork_Orange_(film)

dbo:director dbpedia:Stanley_
Kubrick

dbo:Work/  
runtime

“136”

foaf:name “A Clockwork 
Orange”

dbpedia:Stanley_Kubrick

dbo:birt
hPlace

dbpedia:Manhattan

rdf:type foaf:Person

rdf:type yago:AmericanFilmD
irectors

rdf:type yago:Amateur 
ChessPlayers

facts

re
la

ti
on

sh
ip

s
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Entity-centric applications

Stanley Kubrick

Entity 
descriptions

Resolved entities

Entity-Centric 
Processing

lived-in

Entity-centric 
search 

Entity-centric 
recommendation

entity 
facts

spouse

birth place

director

death placespouse

death 
place

spouse

studio

entity 
relationships

Combine 
knowledge 
regarding an 
entity from 
multiple sources 
to build a rich 
user experience
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Entity resolution (Er)

The problem of identifying descriptions of the same real-world entity

Stanley  
Kubrick

A Clockwork  
Orange

somehow similar descriptions highly similar descriptions 

director

Images are 
descriptions, not real-
world entities 
o Descriptions are 

partial, incomplete
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Challenges of web-scale er

ER has been studied for many years in different cs communities, but it still remains 
active!
The problem has enjoyed a renaissance recently, due to the many descriptions of 
entities provided on the Web by government, scientific, corporate or even user-crafted 
KBs

How can we: i) effectively compute the entity similarity, ii) efficiently resolve single or 
sets of entities
are challenged by the:
important number of KBs (~ hundreds)
large number of entity types & properties (~ thousands)
massive volume of entities (~millions)

Large-scale, multi-type, cross-domain ER: Big Data Volume, Variety, Veracity
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Topics 

• Web Data
• Similarity Measures

• Definition if the Entity Resolution Problem 

• Blocking for Entity Resolution 
• Meta-blocking for Entity Resolution 

• Iterative Entity Resolution 
• Progressive Entity Resolution 
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Structure

Modes of study
• Lectures, students presentations in class, project work 

Evaluation
• Numeric 1-5

Course Work and Assessment
• Assignments (3) (45%)
• Participation in class (10%)
• Project (45%)
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Structure

Course Work and Assessment
• Assignments (3) (45%)

– Assignments will include short presentations answering questions on research 
papers related to the course.

– Students will be divided into presenters and reviewers. Both will study the same 
topic. In rounds, some of the students will make the presentation, and the rest 
will be responsible for reviewing the presentation, e.g., by explaining their 
viewpoint on the topic.   

• Project (45%)
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Structure

Course Work and Assessment
• Assignments (3) (45%) 

• Project (45%)
– The project will include implementation of algorithms that realize steps of the 

entity resolution process (create groups of 2)
– The project will be accompanied with a short report (about 5 pages long), 

describing the proposed ideas 
– The project will be evaluated at the end of the period
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Questions?
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